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The next time you board a plane at Gatwick
Airport, the smooth operation of the entire
process from the moment you leave your car,
navigating the concourse, through check-in,
security, baggage handling etc. is in the safe
hands of one very determined female engineer
who has risen to the ranks of the first female
Head of Engineering at Gatwick Airport.
Although Dawn Elson has a 23-year career
with the RAF behind her, it is not the passenger
aircrafts at Britain’s second largest airport that
she is responsible for but the airport itself,
which transports around 40 million passengers
a year.
Dawn stepped into the role in November
2012 and is relishing the challenge despite
how different it is to her RAF days, where she
rose to the position of Head of Engineering at
RAF Waddington. “When I was in the RAF I
was responsible for several aircraft variants but
they were at least all aircraft. Here at Gatwick
I am responsible for the whole of the facilities
and infrastructure so it is quite wide-ranging,”
she told The Woman Engineer. “But I am really
enjoying it.” Dawn heads up a team of over
200 engineers and over 200 contractors and
her responsibilities include: the high and low
voltage systems, lighting, shuttle train, the
check in desks, shops and toilets.
“It is pretty diverse but you don’t have to
know everything. I always say to my junior
managers that it doesn’t matter that you can’t fix
something personally, what matters is that you
understand when someone else is explaining
the problem. I think that is the biggest
misconception about engineering – people think
it’s about getting your hands dirty and getting
involved yourself at shop-floor level when it’s far
more dynamic than that.”
Dawn is particularly determined that the
terminology be addressed. “I am quite vocal
about the word engineering and that people
get it confused with being a mechanic. There
are so many more opportunities than technical
laboratories and workshops we just have

to get that message across.” Despite her
busy working life, Dawn is doing all she can
to convey the appropriate message about
engineering and is an ambassador for Alton
College which is particularly successful in
attracting girls into considering engineering.
“They have quite a few girls going through
and it is a massive opportunity for them as
many girls don’t have access to the correct
information. I love going to schools and colleges
to talk to the students but sadly the number of
girls choosing STEM subjects is still way too
low. Perception is the problem; they just think
you have to be hands on unless someone has
explained that there is something mid-way
between being shop-floor or geek!”
For Dawn, the route into a successful
engineering career was originally born out of
necessity. “Science and maths came easy to
me at school but my parents couldn’t afford for
me to go to university. I looked at sponsorship
catalogues and engineering attracted much
higher grants so it made sense.” Couple this
with an inspirational physics teacher and a
meeting with a woman engineer responsible
for promoting military careers and the seed
was sown. Dawn went on to read mechanical
engineering and entered a full cadetship with
the RAF.
She is particularly keen that other girls
understand the rewards available in
engineering and gives guest lectures in schools
for Teach First. “By taking STEM subjects you
can’t go wrong. Science-based subjects allow
you to switch later if you want to go into the
arts or something else but it is much harder
to do it the other way. Also by selecting a
general engineering degree, like mechanical
engineering, you learn general engineering
principles which can be transferred into other
engineering disciplines.
“I think it’s also important to speak to as many
people as possible as the number of opinions
you have can change attitudes.”
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REACH YOUR TARGET
AUDIENCE
The Woman Engineer is a quarterly journal produced for women
studying and working in all engineering disciplines. Published
quarterly by the Women’s Engineering Society (WES), The Woman
Engineer has a wide distribution to WES members, other women
engineers throughout the UK, to educational establishments, and
to relevant companies and organisations.

Targeted at the women you want to reach
The Woman Engineer is the ideal publication for all your display
and recruitment advertising as it reaches the very people you
need to.
The Woman Engineer is:
•
•
•
•

mailed four times a year to 1,000+ recipients keen to develop their
professional engineering credentials
regarded as a highly professional publication full of news from WES
and the wider engineering community
read by women engineers of all ages and at all stages in their careers
THE publication to help you achieve diversity in your workplace
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WES volunteer
There are plenty of volunteering opportunities at WES, to
see how you can help visit: www.wes.org.uk/volunteers
The Woman Engineer puts one WES volunteer under the
spotlight...

950 for our 95th Year

In this, our 95th year, we are urging you to help us further develop the Society by
attracting an additional 950 members. Dawn Bonfield said, although ambitious,
the target would give fellow members something to work to: “Members are urged
to encourage their colleagues to join us in our campaign for greater diversity in
engineering, and help us spread the message to the younger generation.”
It’s always a good time to promote the benefits of WES membership to fellow women
engineers and, with the development of the Students Conference and the biannual
WES Conference, the society is growing in stature so now is the perfect opportunity to
advertise this to colleagues and students.
WES is delighted to be working with Instron as a Company Member,
following their successful involvement in the WES Student Conference
2013.
Instron is a leading provider of testing equipment for the material and structural
testing markets. The company’s products are used to test the mechanical properties
and performances of various materials, components and structures in a wide array
of environments. Instron also offers a broad range of service capabilities, including
assistance with laboratory management, calibration expertise and customer training.
There are many career options with Instron including a graduate training programme
for technical graduates who know they want to pursue a technical career but want the
flexibility in a graduate training programme where they can try out several different
technical roles. For more information on Instron visit: www.instron.co.uk

WES member

Atinuke Awolalu, Jenny Baker,
Gabrielle Bruckner, Diane Burt (Arup),
Catherine Capeling (BAM Nuttall), Ara
Carballo-Meilan, Vanessa Diaz, Karen
Dinardo, Chloe Gallimore, Zoe Hall,
Reema Harfoushi, Tory Hart, Sharon
Hollingsworth, Wendy Hughes (BAM
Nuttall), Lily Kehue, Lekha Koria,
Jennifer Mellor, Laraine Naughton,
Kate O’Connell (BAM Nuttall), Vanessa
Parmar, Emily Short (BAM Nuttall), Emily
Smith, Zoe Stericker (BAM Nuttall),
Weronika Swiech, Sue Threader, Beth
Wilks, Orla Williams
Members need to ensure that Standing
Orders have been adjusted to take into
account last year’s membership change
before renewals are due at the end of
March. For information on the fees visit:
www.wes.org.uk

The Woman Engineer meets a WES member .......

EDUCATE, educate and educate
During her three decades of involvement
with WES, Estelle Rowe MBE has been the
national organiser, trustee and chair of the
trustees of the Verena Holmes Lecture
Fund and has attended many WES events
to pass on her knowledge and learn from
others but she says the biggest benefit
of WES membership is the opportunity to
make good friends and contacts.
“I’ve not always been as active as I
would have liked, but I have found WES
to be interesting, supportive and an ideal
way of talking to like-minded people,” she
said. “My involvement with the Verena
Holmes Lecture Fund brought me into
contact with truly inspirational women like
Cicely Thompson MBE and Sheila Waddell
who have had great careers and held
very senior positions. You can’t fail to be
inspired by them.”
Estelle was coerced into the fold
20+years ago she says as “someone at
WES” knew she had some time to get
involved during her career break to have
children.
For Estelle the message is clear engineering education has a vital role
to play to develop the industry of the
present and future. Her achievements
were recently recognised when she was
awarded an MBE in the New Year’s
Honours for services to engineering
education by helping thousands of young

people to view technical careers in a new
light and enabling companies to realise
the importance of the development of the
future workforce.
Throughout her career, Estelle has had
particular impact in seeking to address
gender balance in technical industries. At
university she was the first female chair
of the Cambridge University Industrial
Society. She is now the National Director
of Headstart (engineering residential
summer schools for 16-17-year-olds) and
First Edition for leading education charity
EDT where she has established Insight,
an all-female Headstart course. Under her
guidance the proportion of girls attending
all Headstart courses has increased to
34 per cent, a remarkable figure when
it is considered that many university
engineering courses have less than 10
per cent female participants. Estelle has
also introduced three-day courses for
15-16-year-old girls called Inspire, which
helps them prepare for STEM A’levels.
Estelle’s gender diversity work for EDT
was a major contributor to the charity being
awarded the Women into Science and
Engineering (WISE) Award for Diversity in
2013.
But for Estelle the rewards are not
awards but the differences she can make
to people when they are being expected to
make life-changing decisions. “I’ve always
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Are we really
THAT INVISIBLE?

New Members

been interested in the area between
education and what people do next.
Working with youngsters and seeing them
develop their potential is fantastic,” she
told The Woman Engineer. “What we do
to people is get them to take lots of exams
and then make big choices affecting the
rest of their lives, then we get them to take
more exams! We are driving people into
making choices at a younger and younger
age. I’ve come across lots of people who
wish they had done engineering but have
given up maths!”
Estelle herself didn’t know what to do
until she saw a leaflet with a picture of
a girl in a hard hat on the front cover.
“Engineering was a random choice for me
as it’s not in the family and I went to an
all-girls school. My maths wasn’t strong
enough for chemical engineering but I
opted for the metallurgical and materials
science route at university.
“I’ve always had my own style and way
of doing things. If there’s an issue, I like
to do things about it rather than just talk
about it.” The perfect qualifications for
WES membership, wouldn’t you say?
the woman engineer - sping 2014

The latest ‘recruit’ to the army of WES
volunteer members is Anna Cuanalo who
is currently working at the Manufacturing
Technology Centre, Coventry, on a work
placement during the third year of her
engineering design degree studies at
Bristol University. Anna is relishing being
part of the welding and joining team
at MTC working with state-of-the-art
technology such as friction stir welding
and looking at alternative methods to help
companies operate more cost-effectively.
She is particularly concerned about the
lack of status engineering has and the lack
of promotion during our early years. “I’ve
met a lot of physicists who said they would
have done engineering if they had known
more about it. It’s kind of mind-boggling
that we as engineers are so invisible to
people!”
Although she originally thought about
mechanical engineering (“as everyone
does because it is what first springs to
mind in terms of engineering”), Anna
says she has yet to settle on a chosen
specialisation.
“I’m not sure which aspect of
engineering I will go into,” she told The
Woman Engineer. “I haven’t really steeled
myself to make that decision yet. I am
getting a really broad based knowledge
through the degree course and at the MTC
and I find it all fascinating. You just assume
that you can do it all and I think it’s scary

that there’s so much to choose from in
engineering. You could end up working in
a small niche for one company and I would
like to avoid that if possible.”
Anna says her passion for engineering
stems from her early years with biologists
and chemists in the family, but it was an
Engineering Education Scheme in the sixth
form that really sparked her enthusiasm.
“I researched what you could do as an
engineer and I fell in love with it.” This is
a far cry from a love/hate relationship with
maths. “I loved it in primary school, hated
it in secondary school then went on to do
it at A’Level because my parents said I
would get a better job if I had it.”
As a 20-year-old Anna is one of the
youngest WES volunteers but it is people
like her who will shape the future of the
organisation. “I became aware of WES
when I started to apply for university and
I’ve been to the Students Conference and
had a really good time.”
Making the time
It’s one thing to be aware of an
organisation but what instigated a greater
involvement? “I do a lot of volunteering
anyway. I think it’s a really useful thing to
do as you get loads of knowledge from it
and you meet a lot of people and make
good contacts and friends. You are bound
to have things in common with fellow
WES members and it’s good to have

New Fellows

Dawn Bonfield, Dervilla Mitchell, Sharon
Kindleysides, Suzanne Flynn, Mandy Chessell,
Sarah Peers, Estelle Rowe

WES Members honoured
at highest level
WES Members Carol Holden, Estelle Rowe
and Helen Atkinson have received Awards
in the Queen’s 2014 New Year Honours List.
Carol Holden, Chief Executive of the Northwest
Automotive Alliance (NAA), received an OBE
for services to the automotive industry in the
North West; Estelle Rowe, National Director of
Headstart and First Edition for leading education
charity EDT, was awarded an MBE recognising
the impact of her career in engineering education;
and Prof Helen Atkinson, the Head of Department
of Engineering at the University of Leicester,
picked up a CBE for services to engineering and
education.

like-minded people to discuss things with.
You can always learn from other people’s
experience and the lessons they have
learnt can be passed on to you.”
Anna’s particular passion is promotion
of a career in engineering to girls in school
and she is keen to work with WES to
develop this. “I’m particularly worried about
the ‘leaky pipeline’ where less and less
girls choose maths and physics as a long
term plan. At GCSE level girls do better
than boys, but only 20 per cent go on to
do the subjects at A’Level, which drops
to 14 per cent going on to do them at
degree level and only nine per cent go into
industry. They are really scary statistics.”
Drawing on her own experiences, Anna
hopes to inspire others. “It was definitely
something I got into at 16 but I could easily
have got side-tracked as other girls do.”
Anna has agreed to champion the
Young WES club and is looking for other
enthusiasts to get on board. “We want to
engage with girls who have expressed
an interest in STEM and keep them on a
path to a career in engineering by staying
in regular contact with them.” Young WES
aims to keep them informed about relevant
summer schools, grants, bursaries, work
placements, visits etc. and provide the
‘nudge’ that will keep them on track to an
engineering career.
With her determination and infectious
personality it shouldn’t take her long to get
her teeth into this new challenge so watch
this space…

Latest company members

Bam Nuttall, Matchtech, Hyder Consulting and Instron are the latest companies
to recognise the benefits of The Women’s Engineering Society by signing up as
WES company members.
They join a growing list of corporate names keen to work with WES to
promote the virtues of engineering careers to women of all ages to create a
diverse workforce. For details on how your company can get involved contact
Dawn Bonfield at WES on Tel: 01438 765506, email: office@wes.org.uk
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You’re never too young

How do you keep a lively little girl
entertained? Easy, get her reading the
latest issue of The Woman Engineer.
Thanks to WES volunteer and member
Estelle Barrois for this picture of her
18-month old daughter Louise who it seems
is already taking an interest in engineering
and as Estelle describes her as a
“chatterbox, with mixed French and English”
it seems she has plenty of attributes to
succeed in whatever she chooses to do.
We’ve high hopes for this little lady!
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The Woman Engineer Advertising
Rates

WES Website Advertising

Insertions Each

1

2

3

4

Half Page

£350

£315

£295

£280

Page

Quarter Page
Back Cover

£550
£200
£600

£495
£200
£540

£465
£200
£510

£440
£160
£480

Classified: £10.00 per single column cm or 50p per word

Printing
Colour or Black & White Digital Artwork
Quark Xpress document, Photoshop & Illustrator picture
files as 300dpi, cmyk tiff or eps, fonts embedded or
included. Alternatively a high resolution pdf with fonts
embedded and registration marks supplied on Zip disc, CDRom or via ISDN.

Journal Inserts
Inserts (e.g. advertising flyers) can be posted with the
journal.
Guide price: £300 for each sheet (maximum size A4 and
maximum paper weight 100gm)
Inserts to be supplied at least one week prior to the
despatch date

Home page banner - £500 per month with link to sponsored
profile
Top-level – one click from home page - £250 per month with
link to sponsored profile
Job Advertising from £60 per month www.wes.org.uk/jobs

Added Value – www.wes.org.uk
Recruitment advertisements printed in The Woman
Engineer will also be placed on the WES website for a onemonth period.

Combined packages
Combined packages are available for advertising in The
Woman Engineer, on the WES website and in the WES
monthly e-newsletter. For more information on these
contact the editor on the number below.

For more information or to discuss
your advertising requirements contact
the editor, Lynn Postle on Tel: +44 (0)
1544 340332, email: editor@wes.org.uk
web: www.wes.org.uk

